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ABSTRACT
A set of three-dimensional magnetohydrodynamical simulations of supermagnetosonic magnetized jets
has been performed. The jets contain an equipartition primarily poloidal magnetic Ðeld, and the e†ect of
jet density on jet dynamics and structure is evaluated. The jet is precessed at the origin to break the
symmetry and to excite Kelvin-HelmholtzÈunstable helical modes. In the linear limit, observed structures
are similar in all simulations and can be produced by structures predicted to arise as a result of insta-
bility. The amplitude of various unstable modes is evaluated. Most unstable modes do not reach the
maximum amplitudes estimated from the linear theory by computing displacement surfaces associated
with the modes. Surprisingly, even these large-amplitude distortions are Ðtted reasonably well by dis-
placement surfaces computed from the linear theory. Large-amplitude helical and elliptical distortions
lead to signiÐcant di†erences in the nonlinear development of the jets as a function of the jet density.
Jets less dense than the surrounding medium entrain material, lose energy through shock heating, and
slow down relatively rapidly once large-amplitude distortions develop as a result of instability. Jets more
dense than the surrounding medium lose much less energy as they entrain and accelerate the surround-
ing medium. The dense jet maintains a high-speed spine that exhibits large-amplitude helical twisting
and elliptical distortion over considerable distance without disruption of internal jet structures as
happens for the less dense jets. This dense high-speed spine is surrounded by a less dense sheath consist-
ing of slower moving jet Ñuid and magnetic Ðeld mixed with the external medium. Simulated synchro-
tron intensity and fractional polarization images from these calculations provide a considerably
improved connection between simulation results and jet observations than do images made using the
Ñuid variables alone. Intensity structure in the dense jet simulation appears remarkably similar to struc-
ture observed in the Cygnus A jet. These simulations suggest that the extended jets in high-power radio
sources propagate to such large distances without disruption by entrainment because they are sur-
rounded by a lobe or cocoon whose density is less than the jet density.
Subject headings : galaxies : jets È hydrodynamics È instabilities È MHD
1. INTRODUCTION
The highly collimated outÑows from extragalactic radio
sources and protostellar systems, e.g., HH 34 (Burke,
Mundt, & Ray and probably also the Galactic super-1988),
luminals GRS 1915]105 & Rodri guez and(Mirabel 1994)
GRO J1655[40 et al. & Rupen(Tingay 1995 ; Hjellming
are subject to instability that can produce organized1995)
helical structures and will lead to momentum and mass
exchange with the external environment. Observation of
extragalactic jets shows that jets can propagate many tens
of times their diameter while remaining highly collimated,
e.g., Cygnus A Carilli, & Perley and NGC(Dreher, 1987)
6251 Bridle, & Willis or lose their narrow(Perley, 1984)
collimation after a relatively short distance, e.g., M84 (Laing
& Bridle Observation also shows that jets can show1987).
bulk large-scale sinusoidal distortion, e.g., 3C 449 &(Perley
Cornwell or exhibit smaller scale apparent sinusoidal1984)
oscillations, e.g., HH 34 and GRO J1655[40, which, if the
jets are not ballistic, may be related to Ñow instability poss-
ibly triggered by precession or orbital motion associated
with the central engine. In this case, it is hoped that
observed jet structures can be related to jet velocity, density,
and magnetic Ðelds via numerical simulations, stability
theory, and modeling. This is of particular importance to
extragalactic jets or those Galactic jets in which the contin-
uum nature of synchrotron and inverse Compton emission
provides no direct measure of these quantities and whose
apparent motions may reÑect a wave pattern or shock
speed di†erent from the speed of the underlying Ñow.
Theoretical results and laboratory experiments (see
Bicknell and three-dimensional numeri-1984, 1986a, 1986b)
cal simulations Clarke, & Howell have indi-(Hardee, 1995)
cated that momentum and mass exchange with an external
environment more dense than a Ñuid jet results in a rela-
tively rapid loss of the initial high collimation, and the
outward Ñow broadens and slows as denser external
material is mixed with and accelerated by the lighter jet
Ñuid. On the other hand, extragalactic jets in FR IIÈtype
radio sources that remain highly collimated are those sur-
rounded by a lobe or cocoon almost certainly less dense
than the jet Winkler, & Smarr In addition,(Norman, 1984).
the Galactic protostellar jets are perhaps 10 times more
dense than the immediately surrounding medium. It is also
possible that the inclusion of magnetic Ðelds reduces
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momentum and mass exchange with the external environ-
ment. That a sufficiently supermagnetosonic magnetized jet
denser than the immediately surrounding medium might
mitigate the Kelvin-Helmholtz disruption of extragalactic
jets was suggested by a three-dimensional numerical simu-
lation performed by & Clarke In this paper,Hardee (1995).
we report on results obtained from three numerical simula-
tions of magnetized cylindrical jets that are initialized
across a Cartesian grid. Thus, these simulations are relevant
to astrophysical jets far behind the propagating jet working
surface. The principal di†erence between the simulations is
the di†erent jet density. The inclusion of magnetic Ðelds in
these simulations allows an examination of the dynamical
e†ects that magnetic Ðelds have on stability through com-
parison with previous purely Ñuid jet simulations. The mag-
netic Ðelds also allow computation of total intensity and
fractional polarization images that provide a better connec-
tion to the observations than do the Ñuid variables.
2. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
Simulations were performed using the three-dimensional
MHD code ZEUS-3D, an Eulerian Ðnite-di†erence code
using the recently developed consistent method of charac-
teristics (CMoC). The strength of the CMoC lies in its
ability to solve the transverse momentum transport and
magnetic induction equations simultaneously and in a
planar split fashion. Additional details may be found in
The development of CMoC has allowed us toClarke (1996).
perform three-dimensional MHD calculations such as those
presented here with some conÐdence. Interpolations are
carried out by a second-orderÈaccurate monotonic upwind-
ed time-centered scheme Leer and a von(van 1977),
NeumannÈRichtmyer artiÐcial viscosity is used to stabilize
shocks. The MHD test suites as described by et al.Stone
and were used to establish the reli-(1992) Clarke (1996)
ability of the techniques.
2.1. Initialization
Simulations are initialized by establishing a cylindrical jet
across a three-dimensional Cartesian grid resolved into
130 ] 130 ] 325 zones. Thirty uniform zones span the jet
diameter along the transverse Cartesian axes (y-axis and
z-axis). Outside the jet, the grid zones are ratioed where
each subsequent zone increases in size by a factor 1.05.
Altogether, the 130 zones along the transverse Cartesian
axes span a total distance of 30 jet radii. Along the x-axis,
225 uniform zones span a distance of 30 jet radii outward
from the jet origin. An additional 100 ratioed zones span an
additional distance of 30 jet radii, where each subsequent
zone increases in size by a factor 1.0148. OutÑow boundary
conditions are used at all boundaries except where the jet
enters the grid where inÑow boundary conditions are used.
The use of a nonuniform grid such as we are employing here
has been shown to have the beneÐcial e†ect of reducing
reÑections o† the grid boundaries as a result of increased
dissipation of disturbances by the larger grid zones near the
grid boundaries et al. With 15 zones across the(Bodo 1995).
jet radius in the transverse direction and 7.5 zones per jet
radius in the axial direction, we should be able to detect
structures with length scales larger than about 25% of the
jet radius in the transverse direction and 50% of the jet
radius in the axial direction.
The ““ equilibrium jets ÏÏ (as opposed to ““ propagating
jets ÏÏ) shown in °° are initialized with a uniform2.2È2.4
density across the computational grid within an externalojtmedium of uniform density The thermal pressure in theoex.jet is initialized at where is the pressure inpjtth\ 0.54pex, pexthe uniform external medium. The magnetic Ðeld in the jet
is initialized with a uniform poloidal component, corre-B
x
,
sponding to a magnetic pressure In thepjtBx \ 0.469pex.absence of a toroidal magnetic component, this leads to a
small (D1%) overpressure of the jet compared to the exter-
nal medium. However, a toroidal magnetic component is
included in the jet, and its variation with radius is shown in
The toroidal component has a maximum value ofFigure 1.
gives a helical twist to the jet magnetic Ðeld,BÕpk^ 0.339Bx,and provides a conÐning magnetic pressure which at
maximum value is equal to D11.6% of the poloidal mag-
netic pressure. The total transverse static jet pressure varies
from greater than the external pressure by about 1% at jet
center and near to the jet surface to about 5% less than the
external pressure where the toroidal magnetic component is
a maximum. The helical pitch of the magnetic Ðeld is also
indicated in The maximum pitch of at aFigure 1. D18¡.7
radial distance of 0.8R corresponds to a 360¡ twist around
the jet in an axial distance of D14.8R. This primarily poloi-
dal magnetic Ðeld conÐguration of the three simulations
shown in °° has been chosen so that structures2.2È2.4
arising in the numerical simulations can be directly com-
pared to structures predicted by linear stability theory (°° 3
and Additional simulations with di†erent magnetic Ðeld4).
conÐgurations and strengths have also been performed, but
a detailed analysis of the results of these additional simula-
tions is beyond the scope of this paper.
The initial conditions for the three simulations are given
in In all simulations, the external density and tem-Table 1.
perature are the same. The jet density is varied, and the jet
temperature is varied appropriately to maintain a constant
jet thermal pressure. The internal sonic, Alfve nic, and mag-
netosonic Mach numbers are deÐned as Mjt4 u/ajt, MjtA 4and respectively, whereu/VA,jt, Mjtms 4 u/(ajt2 ] V A,jt2 )1@2, ajtand are the jet sound speed and the poloidal Alfve nVA,jtspeed, respectively, and we deÐne a jet magnetosonic speed
as The jet speed is initialized to keepajtms 4 (ajt2 ] V A,jt2 )1@2.the jet magnetosonic Mach number within a relatively small
range. For sufficiently supermagnetosonic jets such as we
study here, the theoretically predicted stability behavior is
FIG. 1.ÈToroidal component and helical pitch of the magnetic Ðeld as
a function of the jet radius.
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TABLE 1
INITIAL CONDITIONS
Simulation g ajt/aex VA,jt/aex ajtms/aex Mex Mjt MjtA Mjtms
A . . . . . . . . . . 0.25 1.47 1.50 2.10 12.50 8.50 8.33 5.95
B . . . . . . . . . . 1.00 0.74 0.75 1.05 5.14 7.00 6.86 4.90
C . . . . . . . . . . 4.00 0.37 0.38 0.52 4.04 11.0 10.78 7.70
primarily a function of the jet magnetosonic Mach number.
Di†erences between the simulations are expected to be the
result of nonlinear behavior primarily related to the density
di†erence and secondarily related to the velocity di†erence.
Some di†erence between the present and previous purely
Ñuid simulations et al. may be related to the(Hardee 1995)
addition of the relatively strong equipartition magnetic
Ðeld. With jet speeds corresponding to magnetosonic Mach
numbers, of (a) D5.95, (b) D4.90, and (c) D7.70, oneMjtms,Ñow through time (i.e., the time required for jet material to
Ñow completely across the computational grid) is q
f
4
4.8, (b) 11.6, and (c) 14.8, where is the soundt
f
aex/R^ (a) aexspeed in the external medium.
In the simulations presented here, the cylindrical jet is
driven by a periodic precession of the jet velocity, u, at the
inlet with an angle of 0.005 radian relative to the x-axis in a
counterclockwise sense when viewed outward from the inlet
and with an angular frequency (a and b) andu\ 1.6aex/R,(c) These precessional frequencies are near theu\ 1.2aex/R.theoretically predicted maximally unstable frequency
associated with helical twisting of the jet and serve to excite
other Kelvin-HelmholtzÈunstable helical modes. With these
precession frequencies, one complete precessional period




aex/R^ 3.93, qp^5.24. The initial transverse motion imparted to the jet by the
precession in the simulations is (a) or^0.030ajtms ^0.062aex,(b) or and (c) or^0.025ajtms ^0.026aex, ^0.039ajtmsand is well within the linear regime of a small^0.020aexperturbation. The direction of precession induces a helical
twist in the same sense as that of the magnetic Ðeld helicity
so that the toroidal component of the Ðeld has relatively
little inÑuence on the development of unstable growing
waves, i.e., helical wavefronts are at shallow angles to the
helically twisted magnetic Ðeld et al. and(Hardee 1992a),
this choice also guarantees that the magnetic Ðeld experi-
ences the maximum compressive e†ects associated with the
helical perturbations induced by the precession. After




aex/R\numerical simulations have reached a quasiÈsteady state
out to axial distances in excess of 50R. These dynamical
times correspond to more than four precession periods and
about three Ñow-through times through an axial distance of
50R.
Images from the simulations consist of magnetic pressure
cross sections and line-of-sight integrations corresponding
to total synchrotron intensity and fractional polarization.
The cross section images of dimension 10R] 10R are
oriented with the y-axis and z-axis in the vertical and hori-
zontal directions, respectively, and with the x-axis into the
page, i.e., we look outward along the Ñow direction. To
generate intensity and fractional polarization images, an
emissivity is deÐned by pth(B sin h)3@2, where h is the angle
made by the local magnetic Ðeld with respect to the line of
sight. This emissivity can be shown to mimic synchrotron
emission from a system in which the energy and number
densities of the relativistic particles are proportional to the
energy and number densities of the thermal Ñuid. This sim-
plistic assumption is necessary when the relativistic par-
ticles are not explicitly tracked Norman, & Burns(Clarke,
The Stokes parameters are computed from line-of-1989).
sight integrations along the z-axis, and from these param-
eters, the simulated intensity and fractional polarization
images are generated. The displayed images have a dimen-
sion of 20R] 60R. Recall that the computational grid has
dimension 30R] 30R] 60R. We note that an image
formed by a line-of-sight integration of the magnetic pres-
sure is very similar in appearance to the total intensity
image. In addition, the magnetic pressure cross sections and
line-of-sight images reveal the extent of jet spreading and
structure as only the jet Ñuid is magnetized.
2.2. Magnetic Pressure Cross Sections and
L ine-of-Sight Images
Figures and (Plates 9È12) each contain eight2, 3, 4, 5
magnetic pressure cross section images, at axial distances
from 6R to 48R in increments of 6R, and two line-of-sight
images. Figures and are from simulations A (light jet)2 3
and B (equal density jet), respectively. Figures and are4 5
from simulation C (heavy jet) at dynamical times q
d
\ 34,
and respectively. In simulation A theq
d
\ 36, (Fig. 2),
images show that out to axial distances of D24R, the jet
remains well collimated and shows evidence for organized
internal jet structure. Fluting of the jet surface is apparent in
the cross section at 12R, and the cross sections show some
jet Ñattening with a twist through D180¡ between 12R and
24R. The line-of-sight intensity image shows twisted bright
Ðlaments that are related to Ñuting and Ñattening of the jet.
In simulation B the jet remains well collimated and(Fig. 3),
shows evidence for organized internal jet structure out to
axial distances of D29R. Surface Ñuting is very pronounced
in the cross section at 12R (seven ripples are apparent), and
the cross sections show evidence for Ñattening particularly
at an axial distance of 30R. Cross sections at other dynami-
cal times suggest a Ñattening that twists through 180¡ over a
length scale of D13.5R. At axial distances between 16R and
25R, dual Ðlamentation twists through 180¡ over a length
scale of D4.5R (see Fig. 8 in Hardee 1995).
In simulation C (Figs. and the images suggest that4 5),
the Ñow remains relatively highly collimated across the
entire computational grid. For details of the structures seen
at refer to & Clarke Small-scaleq
d
\ 34, Hardee (1995).
surface Ñuting like that seen in the less dense jets is not
apparent in these images, but instead the jet appears square
in cross sections out to D24R. Animation of the cross sec-
tions reveals that the square distortion is only partially an
e†ect of the Cartesian grid and that the distortion rotates
temporally and spatially. Interestingly, the square distor-
tion does not show a smooth rotation in temporal ani-
mations but rather shows a square pattern that changes
temporally in orientation in 45¡ increments after passing
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through a Ñuted cross section stage. The lack of change in
orientation between the panels from 6R to 24R and between
the two Ðgures is the serendipitous result of a 90¡ spatial
rotation with wavelength B6R (the spatial separation
between the panels) and a 90¡ temporal rotation which
occurs in (the temporal separation between the*q
d
B 2
Ðgures). In we will see that an additional triangular° 4,
distortion (suggested by the cross section at 18R in Fig. 4)
with a 120¡ spatial rotation in a wavelength B9R is also
required at these axial distances.
A small-amplitude sinusoidal oscillation in the line-of-
sight images (helical twist of the jet) is evident in simulations
A and B at axial distances \30R with wavelengths B20R
and B11.5R, respectively. The helical twist moves outward





A and B, respectively. At larger axial distances in simulation
A, there is evidence for a helical twist but with wavelength
decreasing to D16R. In simulation B, at times earlier than
shown in the present image, we Ðnd evidence for sinusoidal
oscillation with a wavelength B5.5R at axial distances
15RÈ30R that are not readily identiÐable with features in
the cross sections. Simulation C exhibits a relatively well
deÐned large-scale sinusoidal oscillation with a wavelength
B14R across most of the computational grid. The oscil-
lation moves outward by D6R between the two images.
This motion corresponds to a wave speed of v
w
B 0.74u.
All jets become less well collimated in the outer half of the
computational grid. In simulation A, beyond about 27R,
organized structure is disrupted, and jet material can be
found up to a distance of D5R from the jet axis at large
axial distances. For example, magnetized jet material Ðlls
much of the 10R] 10R cross section at an axial distance of
48R and is clearly mixed with unmagnetized external
material. In simulation B, the Ñow begins to broaden signiÐ-
cantly at an axial distance of about 30R, and beyond this
distance organized structure is much less well deÐned.
While magnetized jet material can be found up to a distance
of D5R from the jet axis and magnetized jet material Ðlls a
considerable portion of the 10R] 10R cross section at an
axial distance of 48R, there is more central concentration
than in simulation A. There is a suggestion of dual magnetic
Ðlaments in the cross section at 48R in simulation B. In
simulation C, magnetized jet material can be found only up
to a distance of D2.5R in the cross section images, and this
reÑects the strong central concentration of the jet although
in this case not the true extent of mixing.
In simulation C, organized internal structure and colli-
mation beyond an axial distance of 30R remain even after a
helical twist and jet Ñattening have grown to signiÐcant
amplitudes. Jet Ñattening appears in the line-of-sight images
as alternating broad and narrow regions that move
outward with a wave speed similar to the wave speed of the
large-scale sinusoidal oscillation. The cross section images
suggest that magnetic Ðlaments lie at the ends of the long
axis of the Ñattened jet. At a Ðxed distance, the Ñattened jet
rotates counterclockwise by almost 90¡ between Figures 4
and and rotates in the same sense as jet precession at the5
origin. We conclude that the jet is subject to Ñattening and
dual Ðlamentation that twists through 180¡ with a wave-
length j/RB 14. The Ñattening goes through a nearly 360¡
rotation without disruption. Note that the 360¡ helical twist
induced by precession at the jet origin occurs over approx-
imately the same axial distance as the 180¡ twist in jet Ñat-
tening. There is also some evidence of Ðlament twisting with
wavelengths B4R inside the jet. Additional complex struc-
tures on relatively short scale lengths are also revealed in
the intensity images at distances between 12R and 24R and
appear to be associated with structures helically twisted
around the jet both at the jet surface and in the jet interior
but are not easily related to features in the cross sections.
In simulation C, the bright diagonal structures crossing
the jet from left bottom to right top in the total intensity
images appear to correspond to those locations where mag-
netic Ðlaments associated with jet Ñattenting are aligned
with the leading edge of the jet helicity induced by precess-
ion at the origin. Note the line-of-sight merging of the twin
diagonal features in the intensity image in at axialFigure 4
distances of D24R and D38R into single diagonal features
at axial distances of D32R and D44R in the intensity image
in This change implies that di†erent structures,Figure 5.
e.g., helical twisting and jet Ñattening, do not move with
exactly the same speed. Note that other small scale cross
section and intensity features change signiÐcantly without
simple relation between Figures and4 5.
In all simulations out to D15R, the fractional polariza-
tion is higher at the jet edge, which is indicative of the high
ordering of the poloidal magnetic Ðeld at the jet edges, and
is lower in the interior, which is indicative of the helical
twisting of the Ðeld. In general, the fractional polarization
declines rapidly beyond an axial distance of 27R in simula-
tion A and declines beyond 30R for the denser jets in simu-
lations B and C. However, a central spine is evident in
simulation B out to about 42R in both the total intensity
and fractional polarization images and in simulation C out
to about 54R. Low fractional polarization at large axial
distances occurs as the line of sight passes through many
zones with di†erent magnetic Ðeld orientation, although the
magnetic Ðeld may be ordered on size scales larger than one
zone. The diagonal structures seen in the intensity image in
simulation C are relatively highly polarized suggesting
strong ordered magnetic Ðelds in these Ðlaments. The
increase of fractional polarization at the outer edges of the
magnetized sheath is caused by fewer zones contributing to
the line-of-sight integration and may not indicate a higher
level of organized structure in the magnetic Ðeld. However,
the Ðlamentary features and ripples at the outer edges of the
sheath, which are seen in both the fractional polarization
and intensity images of all three simulations, suggest some
overall organization in Ñuid motions at the outer edges of
the magnetized sheath.
At an axial distance of 48R, the fractional polarization
images show that magnetized jet material spans a distance
of D10R, D8.5R, and D8R, and the intensity images indi-
cate a distance of D8.5R, D7R, and D5R in simulations A,
B, and C, respectively. The di†erence in the sizes indicates a
reduction in mixing and an increasing central concentration
as the jet density is increased and the jet velocity is
decreased. In fact, in simulation C, magnetized jet material
appears to Ðll only a small portion of the cross section at
48R because the amount of magnetized material and the
associated magnetic Ðeld and magnetic pressure are so low
far from the central concentration.
Organized structures found in the line of sight and cross
section images are summarized below.
1. In simulation A, images show evidence for pinching
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FIG. 6.ÈAxial proÐles of the density, speciÐc thermal energy, sonic Mach number, and the three velocity components scaled relative to theMjt 4 u/ajt,sound speed, in the external medium in simulation A.aex,
2. In simulation B, images show evidence for helical





5), elliptical distortion and internal dual(j
e
/RD 13.5),




3. In simulation C, images show evidence for helical













4. All structures move with a comparable but not identi-







simulations A, B and C, respectively.
2.3. Structure along the Jet Axis
Axial proÐles of density, temperature, sonic Mach
number and the three velocity components are shown(Mjt),
for simulations A, B, and C in Figures and respec-6, 7, 8,
tively. The axial velocity remains constant out to axial dis-
tances of D27R, D29R, and D32R in simulations A, B, and
C, respectively, after which there are one or more signiÐcant
dips. Temperature and density increases associated with the
dips suggest that these features are shocks. The dips appear
periodically with wavelengths of D8R, D9R, and D14R, in
simulations A, B, and C, respectively. Several bright knots
or Ðlaments in the intensity images can be associated with
the dips in the axial velocity plots. For example, a bright
knot at D27R in simulation A (see one at D29R inFig. 2),
simulation B (see and the diagonal Ðlaments atFig. 3),
D33R and D45R in simulation C (see are at theFig. 5)
locations of dips in the axial velocity. The dips are accom-
panied by a decrease in the average velocity, which falls o†
more slowly as the jet density is increased. Typically, the
FIG. 7.ÈSame as but for simulation BFig. 6
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FIG. 8.ÈSame as but for simulation CFig. 6 (q
d
\ 36)
decrease in average jet velocity is accompanied by an
increase in average temperature, and a decrease in the sonic
Mach number. At large axial distances, the light and equal
density jets are reduced to transonic and mildly supersonic
speeds, respectively, while the dense jet remains highly
supersonic. The axial proÐles also show smaller scale axial
velocity oscillations, which are most evident in the
Mach number plot. These oscillations have wavelengths
D1R and D2R at axial distances in the ranges D13RÈ17R
and D19RÈ26R, respectively, in simulation A, and at axial
distances in the ranges D5RÈ10R and D20RÈ27R, respec-
tively, in simulation B. Somewhat longer wavelengths,
D1.5R and D3.5R, are found in the ranges D23RÈ30R and
D32RÈ45R, respectively, in simulation C.
The axial plots also reveal that the transverse velocity
contains oscillatory structure at many di†erent wave-
lengths : D2R, D4R, and D20R in simulation A; D1.5R,
D3R and D12R in simulation B; D1.5R, D3R, and D14R
in simulation C. At the longest wavelength, the orthogonal
transverse velocity components are out of phase and are
associated with helical twisting of the jet. In simulation B,
there is also evidence for transverse oscillations at a wave-
length of 6RÈ7R between axial distances of 30R and 50R.
Typical transverse velocities are D0.75aex (D0.4ajtms),and in simulationsD0.4aex (D0.4ajtms), D0.2aex (D0.4ajtms)A, B, and C, respectively. Maximum transverse velocities
are and inD4aex (D2ajtms), Daex (Dajtms), D0.8aex (D1.5ajtms)simulations A, B, and C, respectively. In simulation A, the
maximum transverse velocity is comparable to the axial
velocity.
2.4. Structure Transverse to the Jet Axis
Transverse proÐles of density, magnetic pressure, and
axial velocity along the y-axis at axial distances from 12R to
48R in 12R increments are shown in Figures and9, 10, 11
for simulations A, B, and C (at Note that the verti-q
d
\ 36).
cal scales are not constant. In simulations A and B, the
typical magnetic pressure declines by over factors of 4 and
3, respectively, while typical jet densities decline by no more
than about factors of 4 and 3, respectively. As a result, the
typical Alfve n speed decreases slightly, and Alfve nic Mach
number, increases slightly with axial distance. Thus,MjtA,the light jet is transmagnetosonic and transonic, and the
equal density jet is weakly supermagnetosonic and weakly
supersonic at large axial distances. In simulation C, the
typical magnetic pressure and density vary only slightly and
in a similar fashion, and the slight drop in axial velocity
leads to the heavy jet remaining supermagnetosonic and
supersonic at large axial distances.
By an axial distance of 12R, mixing of jet and external
Ñuid has begun in all simulations. The dense jet is still
highly collimated, although acceleration of material exter-
nal to the jet to velocities is suggested by the veloc-D1.5aexity proÐle. That there has been mixing between the Ñuids is
suggested by the small magnetic Ðeld in Ñuid outside the
initial jet radius. The accelerations (and associated magnetic
Ðelds beyond 1R) are smaller in the 12R proÐles for the light
and equal density jets. At somewhat larger axial distances,
some of the asymmetries in the density and magnetic pres-
sure proÐles are related to the growth of helical twisting.
Farther down the jet at an axial distance of 24R, the
magnetic pressure proÐles show that magnetized jet
material spans a distance of D6R, D5R, and D4R in simu-
lations A, B, and C, respectively. At an axial distance of
48R, the magnetic pressure proÐle spans a distance of
D10R, D7R, and D6R in simulations A, B, and C, respec-
tively. In simulation A, the spread of magnetized jet
material in the transverse proÐle corresponds relatively
closely to the spread in the fractional polarization image
(see In simulations B and C, the spread of magne-Fig. 2).
tized jet material suggested by the transverse proÐle corre-
sponds more closely to the spread in the intensity image
than the fractional polarization image (see Figs. and3 5)
and is evidence for a more centrally concentrated jet. In
simulation C, the density, magnetic pressure, and velocity
proÐles indicate a central spine with diameter comparable
to the initial diameter of the jet.
At an axial distance of 48R, the transverse axial velocity
proÐle shows that the outer portion of the magnetized
sheath in simulation A is nearly at rest and that on average
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FIG. 9.ÈTransverse proÐles along the y-axis of density (left-hand column), magnetic pressure (center column), and axial velocity (right-hand column) at axial
distances of 12R, 24R, 36R, and 48R from top to bottom rows in simulation A. The density is scaled relative to the ambient density in the external medium,
the magnetic pressure is in units such that B2/2 is pressure units, and the velocity is scaled relative to the sound speed, in the external medium.aex,
the outward velocity has dropped to less than half the
velocity at the inlet. The transverse axial velocity proÐle in
simulation B shows that the velocity is º50% of the value
at the inlet within a jet diameter and D80% of the value at
the inlet within a spine of width on the order of a jet radius.
The velocity proÐle also suggests that most of the magne-
tized sheath has a velocity In simulation C, theB0.5aex.transverse velocity and magnetic proÐles suggest a signiÐ-
cant sheath. The magnetized sheath approximately corre-
sponds to the region in which Ñow speeds exceed the
external sound speed. At larger transverse distances,
outward Ñow is and the lack of magnetic Ðeld¹0.5aex,suggests that jet Ñuid has not mixed with external Ñuid at
these larger transverse distances.
In simulations A and B, considerable heating and expan-
sion have accompanied mixing of jet and external material.
In simulation A at and axial distance of 48R, the density
over the region (diameter of about 4R) in which the velocity
exceeds 3 times the external sound speed (roughly half the
maximum speed at this distance) is typically less than half
the jet density at the inlet. Outside the magnetized sheath,
the medium has a density signiÐcantly below the ambient
external density. In simulation B at 48R, the density has
decreased by about a factor of 3 within the jet spine, and the
density is typically decreased by about a factor of 2 within
the magnetized sheath from the jet density at the inlet. Up
to a distance of 2R outside the magnetized sheath, the
density remains below 80% of the initial jet and ambient
density. In simulation C, there appears to have been very
little heating or expansion from mixing of jet and ambient
Ñuid. Within the magnetized sheath, the density is compara-
ble to the initial density in the undisturbed external
medium.
All of these simulations, which initially have a strong
poloidal magnetic Ðeld, show some evidence for Ðlamenta-
tion, and this is most easily seen in the dense jet simulation.
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FIG. 10.ÈSame as but for simulation BFig. 9
In at an axial distance of 36R, the magnetic pres-Figure 11
sure and velocity proÐles show some Ðlamentation into
multiple streams outside the central spine. At 48R, the pro-
Ðles indicate further Ðlamentation into multiple streams,
and the magnetic Ðeld, largely concentrated in one of the
streams, is very narrow along the y-axis. This narrowing is
the reason for the sharp narrow maximum in the intensity
image (see at this distance. This stream still main-Fig. 5)
tains the initial jet speed.
2.5. Simulation Summary and Discussion
In the linear regime close to the inlet, all three jets main-
tain relatively well organized surface and internal structure
on many length scales both in the images and in the velocity
plots. These structures include Ñuting of the jet surface and
helically twisted bright Ðlaments at the jet surface (possibly
associated with the surface Ñuting) and in the jet interior
and pinching in the jet interior. At least approximately,
smaller scale structures appear nearest to the inlet with
larger scale structures appearing farther from the inlet. In
these simulations, all conducted with comparable magneto-
sonic Mach number, the linear development is similar. The
smaller scale lesser amplitude structures disappear as larger
scale structures grow to larger amplitudes farther from the
inlet. All features propagate with comparable but not
exactly the same ““ wave ÏÏ speed.
The jets in these simulations propagate about halfway
across the computational grid before Ðlamentation and
entrainment, in these simulations associated with jet Ñat-
tening or helical twisting, become important. As the jet
density increases, the jet propagates to larger distances
before these nonlinear e†ects occur. Based on purely theo-
retical predictions from a linear analysis (see the following
sections) the light jet (simulation A) with shouldMjtms D 6extend about 21% farther, and the heavy jet (simulation C)
with should extend about 57% farther than theMjtms D 7.7equal density jet (simulation B) with before non-Mjtms D 4.9linear e†ects associated with large-scale structures become
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FIG. 11.ÈSame as but for simulation CFig. 9 (q
d
\ 36)
important. In fact, the light jet does not extend quite as far
as the equal density jet, and the heavy jet extends signiÐ-
cantly farther than might be naively expected before the jet
shows signs of slowing signiÐcantly. That is, the typical
axial velocity remains nearly constant out to D27R, D29R,
and D48R in simulations A, B, and C, respectively.
When the light jet loses organized internal structure
about halfway across the computational grid, it assumes a
plumelike appearance with some residual oscillation associ-
ated with helical jet twisting excited by the precessional
motion at the inlet. Transverse motions in the ““ plume ÏÏ are
typically submagnetosonic and no more than one-Ðfth of
the axial motion. Occasionally, however, transverse
motions are transmagnetosonic and comparable to the
outward motion. On the other hand, the heavy jet develops
a reasonably pronounced spine-sheath morphology in
which a jet spine maintains the initial jet speed and is sur-
rounded by a more slowly moving sheath. The jet spine
maintains large-scale structure, e.g., jet Ñattening and
helical twisting, across the entire computational grid. The
equal density jet has a structure that is midway between the
light and heavy jets. We Ðnd at the outer boundary of the
computational grid that the maximum Ñow speed of the
light, equal density, and heavy jets is approximately 50%,
80%, and 100% of the speed at the inlet, respectively.
A control simulation, parameters like simulation C, has
been performed with a precession frequency of uR/aex\ 1and a transverse velocity component of 10~6u. This precess-
ion provides just enough perturbation to smooth the jet
boundary on the Cartesian grid but negligible angular
momentum. In this case, the jet remains essentially axisym-
metric across the computational grid with complex internal
structure. Thus, the organized helical structures that we see
in the present simulations do not occur in the absence of a
signiÐcant precessional motion at the inlet.
Other numerical simulations have revealed that there is
no signiÐcant dynamical di†erence between a purely poloi-
dal magnetic Ðeld conÐguration and the present magnetic
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Ðeld conÐguration. Additionally, only small di†erences are
seen in simulations with weaker poloidal magnetic Ðelds. In
general, numerical simulations indicate that a poloidal
magnetic Ðeld has a relatively small although not negligible
inÑuence on the dynamics and stability of the collimated
Ñow at a constant supermagnetosonic Mach number and
constant density ratio. On the other hand, the inclusion of a
strong toroidal magnetic Ðeld has been found to have a
signiÐcant inÑuence on jet dynamics. In general, the inclu-
sion of a strong toroidal magnetic Ðeld appears to inhibit
the development of the internal structures and the Ñattening
and Ñuting surface distortions seen in the present poloidal
magnetic Ðeld simulations. Accompanying the inhibition of
these features is an inhibition in Ðlamentation and a
reduction in entrainment et al. Thus,(Rosen 1997a).
numerical simulations indicate that the inclusion of strong
toroidal Ðeld has a stabilizing inÑuence et al.(Rosen 1997b).
3. JET STABILITY THEORY AND JET STRUCTURE
The stability of a poloidally magnetized cylindrical jet
with top hat proÐle residing in a uniform unmagnetized
medium has been investigated in several articles (Ray 1981 ;
Trussoni, & Zaninetti & JonesFerrari, 1981 ; Fiedler 1984 ;
et al. For supermagnetosonic jets, increasedBodo 1989).
poloidal magnetic Ðeld strength leads to only a very slight
stabilization relative to a purely Ñuid jet. Strong toroidal
magnetic Ðelds, e.g., toroidal magnetic Ðelds of strength
comparable to the present equipartition poloidal magnetic
Ðelds, can inÑuence the stability properties signiÐcantly and
can lead to increased jet stability & Camenzind(Appl 1992).
However, inclusion of a small nonuniform toroidal mag-
netic Ðeld component such as is present in these numerical
simulations does not signiÐcantly modify results obtained
from the following linear stability analysis incorporating
only poloidal magnetic Ðelds.
In cylindrical geometry, a random perturbation to the
equilibrium jet can be considered to consist of Fourier com-
ponents of the form f1(r, /, x) \ f1(r) exp [i(kx ^ n/[ ut)], where the Ñow is along the x-axis. These com-
ponents propagate as waves with a dispersion relation given
by in the The normal modes of aequation (A6) Appendix.
cylindrical jet involve pinch (n \ 0), helical (n \ 1), elliptical
(n \ 2), triangular (n \ 3), rectangular (n \ 4), etc. distor-
tions of the jet. In cylindrical geometry, n is an integer and
represents the azimuthal wavenumber. For n [ 0, waves
propagate at an angle to the Ñow direction, and ]n and [n
specify wave propagation in the clockwise and counter-
clockwise sense, respectively, when viewed outward along
the Ñow direction.
3.1. T he L ow-Frequency L imit
Each wave mode n contains a surface wave and multiple
body wave solutions to the dispersion relation. In the low-
frequency limit, the real part of the pinch mode (n \ 0)
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where is the magnetosonic speed,ajtms 4 (ajt2 ] V A,jt2 )1@2 ajt\is the jet sound speed, and(!pjt/ojt)1@2 VA,jt \ (Bjt2/4nojt)1@2is the jet Alfve n speed. The imaginary part of the solution is
vanishingly small in the low-frequency limit. These solu-
tions are related to fast (]) and slow ([) magnetosonic
waves propagating with (u]) and against (u[) the jet Ñow
speed u but are strongly modiÐed by the jetÈexternal
medium interface. The unstable growing solution is associ-
ated with the backward-moving (in the jet Ñuid reference
frame) slow magnetosonic wave and in the super-
magnetosonic limit moves at nearly the Ñow speed in the
observer frame.
In this limit, all higher order modes (n [ 0) have surface


















where Spatial growth corresponds to the minusg 4 ojt/oex.sign in and a negative value for the imaginaryequation (2)
part of the complex wavenumber. In the dense jet limit, i.e.,
g ] O, becomes and theequation (2) u/k B u ^ VA,jt,surface waves are related to Alfve n waves propagating with
and against the jet Ñow speed u but are strongly modiÐed by
the jetÈexternal medium interface. The unstable growing
solution is associated with the backward-moving (in the jet
Ñuid reference frame) Alfve n wave. In the super-
magnetosonic limit, the real part of u/k B [g/(1 ] g)]u in
the observer frame and the wave speed is a strong function
of the density ratio.
In this limit, the body wave solutions are purely real,
nonpropagating, and are given by
kR\ (n ] 2m[ 1/2)n/2
sM(Mjtms)2/[1 [ (Mjtms/MjtMjtA)2]N[ 1t1@2
, (3)
where n is the mode number, and mº 1 is the integer body
mode number. Additionally, is the sonic MachMjt4 u/ajtnumber, is the Alfve n Mach number, andMjtA 4 u/VA,jtis the magnetosonic Mach number.Mjtms4 u/ajtms
3.2. T he Maximum Growth Rate
With the exception of the pinch mode surface wave,
which has a relatively broad plateau in the growth rate, all
other solutions have a relatively sharp maximum in the
growth rate when a jet is supermagnetosonic. In the super-
magnetosonic limit, a maximum in the growth rate is
achieved for



















where n gives the wave mode, m\ 0 gives the surface wave,
and mº 1 gives the body waves. The wave speed at the
maximum growth rate is signiÐcantly di†erent from the low
frequency wave speed.
With the exception of the n \ 0, m\ 0, pinch mode
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FIG. 12.ÈNumerical solution of the dispersion relation for parameters appropriate to simulation C. The surface (S) wave and Ðrst three-body (B1, B2, B3)wave solutions are shown for the helical, elliptical, triangular and rectangular modes. The dotted lines give the real part of the wavenumber, and thek
R
,
dashed lines give the absolute value of the imaginary part of the wavenumber, o k
I
o.
where is the imaginary part of the complex wavenumber.k
IWhen a jet is transmagnetosonic but super-Alfve nic, the
growth rate of the helical and higher order surface waves
has no maximum but increases proportional to the fre-
quency, and the growth rate of the body waves decreases.
When a jet is sub-Alfve nic, the helical and higher order
surface waves are stable et al. et al.(Bodo 1989 ; Hardee
but the pinch surface wave can remain unstable.1992a),
Body waves exist and are unstable provided the denomina-
tor of is real, and this occurs if the jet speedequation (3)
exceeds the fast magnetosonic speed or if the jet speed is
slightly below the slow magnetosonic speed et al.(Bodo
et al.1989 ; Hardee 1992a).
3.3. T he High-Frequency L imit
In the high-frequency limit, the real part of the solutions
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(6)
describes fast, u/k B u ^ Max andEquation (6) (VA,jt, ajt),slow, u/k B u ^ Min magnetosonic waves. The(VA,jt, ajt),unstable growing solution is associated with the backward-
moving (in the jet Ñuid reference frame) fast magnetosonic
wave, but the growth rate is vanishingly small in the high-
frequency limit. The wave speed in the observer frame is
again considerably di†erent from the wave speed at low
frequency and at the maximum growth rate.
3.4. Numerical Solutions
We have solved the dispersion relation numerically using
root-Ðnding techniques over a wide range of perturbation
frequencies for parameters appropriate to the three numeri-
cal simulations. shows the numerical solution forFigure 12
the surface and Ðrst three-body waves associated with the
helical (n \ 1), elliptical (n \ 2), triangular (n \ 3), and rec-
tangular (n \ 4) modes for parameters appropriate to the
heavy jet in simulation C, and contains the wave-Table 2
lengths at the maximum growth rate. The body waves have
a larger maximum growth rate than the surface wave only
for the pinch (not shown) and helical modes. We note that
the maximum growth rate of the n [ 1 surface wave modes
exceeds the maximum growth rate given by butequation (5)
that the computed maximum growth rate of all body wave
modes remains below the maximum predicted by equation
The vertical line in the panels is at the precessional(5).
perturbation frequency used in simulation C. Numerical
solutions for parameters appropriate to the other two simu-
lations are qualitatively similar. Quantitative di†erences
between numerical solution of the dispersion relation for
simulations A and B occur largely in the maximum growth
rate as a result of the slightly di†erent magnetosonic Mach
numbers and in the wavelength as a function of frequency
as a result of di†erent wave propagation speeds for the
di†erent density jets.
The displacement and velocity perturbations associated
with the normal modes of a cylindrical jet can be written in
TABLE 2
WAVELENGTHS AT MAXIMUM GROWTH IN SIMULATION C
Mode j
S
*/R jB1* /R jB2* /R jB3* /R
Pinch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.9 2.5 1.7
Helical . . . . . . . . . . . 12.5 3.4 2.0 1.4
Elliptical . . . . . . . . . 9.2 2.7 1.7 1.3
Triangular . . . . . . . 6.5 2.3 1.5 1.2
Rectangular . . . . . . 4.8 2.0 1.3 1.0
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r,n(R) exp [i(kxs ^ n/s[ ut)] ,
(7a)
u1\ [i(u[ ku)A(r)ei*(r)mr,n(R) exp [i(kxs ^ n/s [ ut)] ,
(7b)
where is the surface amplitude ofu1(r, /, x) \ dn/dt, mr,n(R)the radial displacement, is the unperturbed axial locationx
sat the jet surface, is the azimuthal phase angle at the jet/
ssurface, and A(r) ¹ 1 and D(r) give the amplitude and phase
dependence relative to the jet surface, respectively. If the
dependence of the radial Ñuid displacement inside the jet on
rotation in azimuth is ignored, then the radial Ñuid dis-
placement of a surface wave mode n is approximately given
by and therefore displacementsm
r
(r) B [m
r,n(R)](r/R)n~1,produced by higher order surface modes are predicted to
show a much more rapid decrease inward In(Hardee 1983).
fact the surface waves show a somewhat faster fallo† in
amplitude relative to the surface amplitude than that pre-
dicted by the analytical approximation as a result of signiÐ-
cant rotation in azimuth of, say, the maximum internal
displacement relative to the maximum surface displacement
et al. At a constant azimuth, the body waves(Hardee 1995).
show a reversal in Ñuid displacement at null surfaces inte-
rior to the jet surface. Only the helical surface and body
waves induce displacement of the jet center. Displacements
produced by body waves are also, in general, largest at the
jet surface and decrease inward (see et al.Hardee 1995).
Fluid displacement surfaces associated with the helical,
elliptical, triangular, and rectangular mode surface and Ðrst
three body waves computed from for param-equation (7a)
eters appropriate to the heavy jet simulation C at the
appropriate maximally growing frequencies (see areFig. 12)
shown in Note how the distortion of inner sur-Figure 13.
faces becomes more out of phase with the jet surface as the
jet center is approached for all surface and body modes but
that little internal distortion accompanies the triangular
and rectangular surface wave modes. Behavior appropriate
to the simulations is primarily of the form f1(r, /, x) \and over timeA(r)ei*(r)f1(R) exp [i(kxs [ n/s [ ut)], (xs\const, patterns rotate in the counter-n/
s
] ut \ const)
clockwise direction (Ñow is into the page as in the magnetic
pressure cross sections associated with the simulations).
Thus, internal displacement surfaces exhibit a phase lead
relative to the surface displacement, e.g., the innermost dis-
placement surface shown associated with the helical surface
and Ðrst body waves leads the surface displacement by
about 30¡ and 225¡, respectively. The spiral patterns associ-
ated with the displacement surfaces are ““ trailing ÏÏ as the
patterns rotate in the counterclockwise direction at Ðxed
FIG. 13.ÈFluid displacement surfaces accompanying the surface and Ðrst three body waves associated with the helical, elliptical, triangular, and
rectangular modes. Displacement surfaces are computed for parameters appropriate to the heavy jet simulation C using the solutions to the dispersion
relation shown in at the maximum growth rates.Fig. 12
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position. Note, however, that as one moves out along the jet














is the real part of the wavenumber.k
RIn approximately the largest possible displace-Figure 13,
ments of initially circular surfaces are shown to emphasize
the distortions, and a maximum in the surface displacement
is chosen to lie along the positive horizontal axis (z-axis in
the simulations). At least approximately, the maximum dis-
placement amplitude must be less than that leading to the
overlap of displacement surfaces computed from the linear-
ized equations because overlap implies the development of
shocks. Using this criterion, we Ðnd that the maximum
amplitude associated with the maximum growth rate for the
surface wave solutions to the helical, elliptical, triangular




n ] 1/2 R , (8)
and for the Ðrst three-body wave solutions to the pinch,





n ] 2m] 1/2 R . (9)
The maximum amplitudes are basically [m
r,nm* ]maxPand maximum displacements(u
nm
* )~1 P (n ] 2m] 1/2)~1,
become smaller for higher order surface waves (larger n) and
higher order body waves (larger m). For longer or shorter
wavelengths, i.e., waves at frequencies below or above
maximum growth, larger or smaller maximum surface
amplitudes are allowed with the maximum allowed ampli-
tude
m
r,nmmax (R) B (jnm/jnm* )(vw/vw*)[mr,nm* (R)]max , (10)





maximum growth rate. These surface amplitudes require
velocity perturbations transverse to the Ñow less than the
internal jet magnetosonic speed and lesser amplitudes
require velocity perturbations u
r1(R)/ur1max(R) BAt the maximum amplitudes, the pertur-m
r,nm(R)/mr,nmmax (R).bations are no longer linear.
4. COMPARISON WITH SIMULATIONS
The predicted stability properties of jets in the super-
magnetosonic regime are (1) a very small growth rate for the
pinch mode surface wave, (2) a slightly higher maximum
growth rate for all the body wave modes compared to the
maximum growth rate of the helical mode surface wave, and
(3) a higher maximum growth rate for higher order surface
waves compared to the maximum growth rate of all the
body wave modes. The computed growth rates along with
the maximum allowed displacements would lead us to
predict that signiÐcant dynamical structures will be produc-
ed by a few of the lower order surface and body wave
modes. Of these few modes, the higher order modes should
achieve maximum displacements closer to the jet inlet as a
result of the faster spatial growth rate, and the lower order
modes should achieve larger maximum displacements
farther from the jet inlet. Note that in the simulations, the
inlet perturbation favors development of the helical surface
mode and thus higher order body and surface modes may
not develop as close to the inlet as might be expected if all
wave modes were excited with the same initial amplitude.
Nevertheless, in the simulations we see that the higher order
modes develop Ðrst to some maximum amplitude and then
decline in amplitude as the lower order modes grow to
larger amplitudes. In simulations A and B, the larger ampli-
tudes associated with the helical and elliptical modes lead to
disruption of organized structure. We note that in each
simulation, the propagation speed of surface and body wave
modes is similar and is within 10% of the value computed
from Interestingly, the wave speeds observedequation (4c).
in the simulations (computed from the linear theory) are
0.30u (0.32u) from simulation A, 0.54u (0.49u) from simula-
tion B, and 0.74u (0.66u) from simulation C. This reveals a
deÐnite trend toward observed speeds being higher than
computed speeds as the jet density increases.
All simulations show similar structures in the linear limit.
Because the structures are better deÐned in simulation C
and grow to nonlinear amplitudes without disruption, we
turn to comparison with simulation C to obtain nonlinear
estimates of the maximum amplitudes associated with
surface and body wave modes. In order to identify the
surface modes responsible for structures observed in the
numerical simulations, we have attempted to Ðt the well-
deÐned jet surface distortions observed in cross sections in
simulation C using displacement surfaces computed from
and the results are shown in Theequation (7a), Figure 14.
displacement surfaces shown in were produced asFigure 14
a linear sum of displacements produced by helical, elliptical,
triangular, and rectangular surface waves at the positions of
the cross sections shown in at time No ÐtFigure 4 q
d
\ 34.
was attempted at an axial distance of 48R as the jet had not
yet reached a quasi-equilibrium conÐguration at this dis-
tance by this dynamical time. The cross sections can be
Ðtted by (1) a helical distortion whose phase angle rotates
through 360¡ over a wavelength and which buildsj1B 14Rto a maximum surface amplitude of at an axialm
r1obs/RB 0.8distance of 36R and maintains this amplitude at larger dis-
tance ; (2) an elliptical distortion that rotates through a
phase angle of 180¡ over a wavelength and whichj2B 14Rbuilds to a maximum surface amplitude of atm
r2obs/RB 0.6an axial distance of 42R and maintains this amplitude at
larger distance ; (3) a triangular distortion whose phase
angle rotates through 120¡ over a wavelength andj3B 9Rwhose amplitude builds to a maximum amplitude of
at an axial distance B18R and declines inm
r3obs/RB 0.1amplitude at larger axial distance ; and (4) a rectangular
distortion that rotates through a phase angle of 90¡ over a
wavelength as suggested by animation of the crossj4B 6Rsection images from the numerical simulation. The simula-
tion animations indicate the presence of both ]n
(clockwise-rotating) and [n (counterclockwise-rotating)
surface waves of equal amplitude that reinforce the square
shape in 45¡ increments with a multiply Ñuted cross-
sectional appearance at intermediate angles. The counter-
rotating waves reinforce in a linear additive fashion and
grow to a maximum amplitude of (0.14m
r4obs/RB 0.07combined) at an axial distance B18R and decline in ampli-
tude at larger axial distance.
The wavelengths used to Ðt the observed surface struc-
tures lie midway between the fastest growing wavelength
and a precessionally induced wavelength for the helical
mode, i.e., and at a wavelength 50%,12.5R\j1\ 16.3R,40%, and 20% longer than the fastest growing wavelength
for the elliptical, triangular, and rectangular modes, respec-
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FIG. 14.ÈFits to the surface distortions seen in the cross sections in using the helical, elliptical, triangular, and rectangular surface modes onlyFig. 4
tively. This result probably indicates a stronger coupling
between the initial perturbation frequency and the helical
mode and weaker coupling to the higher order modes. The
surface displacements observed in the simulation have been
Ðtted reasonably well using displacement surfaces com-
puted from the linear theory even at the nonlinear ampli-
tudes observed for the helical and elliptical distortions. The
observed wavelength and the maximum observed surface
displacements compared to the predicted maxima
(computed from eqs. and are shown in[8] [10]) Table 3.
The maximum observed surface displacements for helical
and elliptical modes are approximately equal to the com-
puted maxima. The maximum observed surface displace-
ments for triangular and rectangular modes are less than
the computed maxima. The transverse velocity perturbation
as computed from required to accompany theequation (7b)
observed displacements is less than the jet magnetosonic
speed for all observed surface modes.
We have performed a preliminary investigation of the
velocity structure of surface and body waves along the jet
axis in an attempt to identify the periodicities observed in
the velocity plots with either surface or body waves. In
particular, let us concentrate on the velocity plots shown in
for simulation C. Note that a multiplication by aFigure 8
factor 1.9 converts the velocity scale in units of inaex Figureto multiples of the jet magnetosonic speed, Refer to8 ajtms.for the wavelengths of surface and body wavesTable 2
at maximum growth computed from the linear analysis.
Interior to an axial distance of 30R, velocity Ñuctuation in
(x-velocity panel in shows scale lengths, 1.5RÈu
x
Fig. 8)
3.5R, that lie in the range of the Ðrst three pinch mode body
waves. In general, in the linear limit, the higher order modes
TABLE 3







Helical . . . . . . . . . . . 1.1 D1.1 D0.8 D0.75
Elliptical . . . . . . . . . 1.5 D1.1 D0.6 D0.60
Triangular . . . . . . . 1.4 D1.1 D0.1 D0.40
Rectangular . . . . . . 1.2 D1.1 D0.07 D0.25
can produce only relatively small velocity Ñuctuation in the
axial direction. On the other hand, the large dips in atu
xaxial distances of D32R and D48R and accompanying
transverse velocity maxima in and (y- and z-velocityu
y
u
zpanels in are the result of a combination of largeFig. 8)
amplitude helical and elliptical jet perturbation. Basically
the jet at these locations has been displaced o† the axis (see,
for example, Figs. and with axial velocity representa-5 14)
tive of the jet sheath.
The readily identiÐable structures in the transverse veloc-
ity panels in are transverse velocity oscillationFigure 8
associated with the large-scale helical twist (j B 14R), a
relatively large transverse velocity oscillation at consider-
ably smaller wavelength (j B 3R) that can be identiÐed with
the Ðrst helical body wave, and still shorter wavelength
(j B 1.5R) transverse velocity oscillation structure in the
ranges of the second and third helical body waves. We note
that the transverse velocities observed along the jet axis,
which can largely be attributed to the helical mode, are
typically less than the jet magnetosonic speed (recall that
We note that the line-of-sight images showedajtmsD 0.5aex)dual twisted Ðlaments internal to the jet (j B 4R), which
suggest the presence of internal elliptical body waves at
axial distances \30R. No signiÐcant transverse velocity
structure along the jet axis is predicted to accompany this
wave mode or with higher order wave modes. The observed
body mode structures are not far above the limits imposed
by the computational grid. It is likely that the amplitudes of
these structures are inÑuenced by the grid scale. A com-
prehensive investigation of internal jet structure and veloc-
ity awaits the completion and analysis of considerably
higher resolution numerical simulations et al.(Hardee
1997).
5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
A linearized analysis of supermagnetosonic jet stability
predicts that the helical, elliptical, triangular, and rectangu-
lar surface wave modes can signiÐcantly inÑuence jet
dynamics and structure. Additionally, the Ðrst few body
waves associated with pinch, helical, elliptical, triangular,
and rectangular modes are also predicted to be capable of
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signiÐcantly inÑuencing jet dynamics and structure. In the
present simulations, the line-of-sight and cross section
images show compelling evidence for helical, elliptical, tri-
angular, and rectangular surface distortions and provide
some evidence for pinch, helical, and elliptical body distor-
tions. Helical and elliptical distortions are seen in the simu-
lations at up to the maximum amplitudes predicted by the
linear stability analysis. A rapid decline in the maximum
amplitudes of waves for higher order modes is predicted by
the linear analysis. However, a more rapid decline than
predicted in the maximum amplitudes of the higher order
surface wave modes is observed in the simulations ; e.g.,
triangular and rectangular surface wave modes are seen at
much less than the maximum amplitudes allowed by the
linear theory. It is possible that the amplitudes of the
observed higher order modes have been artiÐcially reduced
by the grid scale used in the simulations. VeriÐcation of this
rapid decline in amplitudes for the higher order surface
modes awaits completion and analysis of considerably
higher resolution numerical simulations. Comparison
between the present numerical simulations and a linear sta-
bility analysis shows that the linear analysis does a remark-
able job of Ðtting jet structures even at the largest
amplitudes observed.
Velocity structure in the numerical simulations has been
compared to velocity structure predicted by the linear
analysis to accompany surface wave modes. The velocity
structure in the jet is consistent with the amplitudes of the
surface distortions observed in the simulations. Velocity
structure reveals the presence of jet body distortions that are
not apparent in the line-of-sight images. In these simula-
tions, the small transverse velocity supplied by precession at
the jet origin, lack of jet rotation, and weak toroidal mag-
netic Ðeld provide a very small angular momentum. All
wave modes other than the pinch mode consist of
counterclockwise- (sense of jet precession and of magnetic
helicity) and clockwise-growing components. The sense of
jet precession and of magnetic helicity provide only a small
bias toward the counterclockwise rotating components. In
fact, nearly equal amplitude counterrotating components
were observed for the rectangular mode. At a much lesser
level, this e†ect may be present in the helical and elliptical
modes but is obscured by the combined distortions.
All three jets show evidence for similar structure before
helical and elliptical distortions grow to large amplitudes.
Organized helical and elliptical structures persist at large
amplitudes only for the jet denser than the external
medium. For example, the jet less dense than the external
medium loses structure and becomes plumelike as helical
and elliptical distortions reach large amplitude and the jet
entrains denser external material. Conversely, the dense jet
maintains a high-speed spine surrounded by a low-speed
sheath across the computational grid. A jet of density equal
to that of the external medium is intermediate between
these two cases and shows some evidence for a spine-sheath
morphology, although the spine slows signiÐcantly on the
computational grid. When compared to previous purely
Ñuid fully three-dimensional simulations, our present simu-
lation results show that the inclusion of a relatively strong,
equipartition, nearly poloidal magnetic Ðeld does not sig-
niÐcantly modify the linear structure or the nonlinear
entrainment and slowing of a jet less dense than the external
medium found by et al. Note also that theHardee (1995).
present simulations contain magnetic Ðelds that are some-
what stronger than might be expected in an astrophysical
jet if a large lobe is to form and contain no(Clarke 1994)
magnetic Ðeld in the external medium as might be expected
within a lobe or cocoon formed from jet material. We do
not expect reduction in the jet magnetic Ðeld or inclusion of
a weak external magnetic Ðeld to change the present results
substantially but additional simulations designed to study
in more detail the e†ect of magnetic Ðeld orientation on
structure, entrainment and mixing are in progress.
Although the magnetosonic Mach numbers in the three
simulations are comparable, the jet velocity is 12.5 5.14aex,and 4.04 in the light jet, equal density jet, and heavyaex, aexjet simulations, respectively. Previous purely Ñuid light jet
simulations showed that higher jet velocity leads to more
rapid heating and disruption as jet and external Ñuids mix.
Thus, in these simulations, it is likely that the rapid dis-
ruption of the light jet and lack of disruption of the heavy
jet is at least partially attributable to the velocity di†erence
and not just the density di†erence. However, note that the
most stable combination (linearly and nonlinearly) for a
given magnetosonic Mach number is always associated
with the denser jet. This is so because for a Ðxed magneto-
sonic Mach number, which governs the spatial growth of
perturbations in the linear regime, the denser jet will have a
lower velocity relative to the external medium than the light
jet and hence be less susceptible to nonlinear disruption.
The jets in extragalactic radio sources can extend to dis-
tances that are considerably larger in terms of the initial jet
radius than the distances studied in these numerical simula-
tions. Transverse perturbations to the jet may be in the
form of the regular precession studied here, although at
considerably di†erent frequency, or may be more random in
nature. That small transverse perturbations can propagate
to very large distances has been demonstrated in two-
dimensional slab jet simulations. A slab jet is spatially
resolved along two Cartesian axes and is e†ectively inÐnite
in extent in the third dimension. A set of simulations of
expanding ““ equilibrium ÏÏ slab jets in suitable atmospheres
has shown propagation and growth of sinusoidal oscil-
lations out to distances over 200 times the initial jet radius
& Clarke In these simulations, adiabatic jet(Hardee 1995).
expansion was shown to provide a predicted stabilizing
inÑuence through both increase in the local Mach number
and increase in the fundamental length scale given by the
local jet radius. More recent simulations of constant radius
““ equilibrium ÏÏ slab jets in a constant atmosphere but with
very high Mach numbers have shown propagation and
growth of sinusoidal oscillations out to distances in excess
of 600 times the jet radius Xu, & Hardee(Stone, 1997).
These slab jet simulations make it clear that small linear
disturbances initiated near the origin of a jet can lead to
consequences at much larger scales, and thus our present
studies at relatively small spatial scales can be imagined to
apply to much larger spatial scales.
Random transverse perturbations can be initiated at any
point along a long jet, whereas periodic perturbations are
almost certainly produced near the origin. Previous slab jet
simulations have shown that a random perturbation excites
wave mode development at the most unstable frequency
and wavelength et al. With no perturbation at(Zhao 1992).
the jet origin, a three-dimensional propagating jet simula-
tion shows essentially no instability until random pertur-
bations driven by asymmetric lobe turbulence excite wave
mode development at the most unstable frequencies and
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wavelengths Previous numerical simula-(Norman 1996).
tions of (slab) cylindrical jets undergoing periodic
(oscillation) precession show that excitation of all wave
modes other than the large-scale (sinusoid) helix occurs at
or near the most unstable frequency and wavelength (cf. the
higher order surface and body modes in these simulations).
Periodic perturbations are not likely to be at the most
unstable helical frequency as was the case in the present
numerical simulations. However, it has been shown that
low precession frequencies result in behavior like that seen
in these simulations albeit with the longer helical wave-
length and slower spatial growth predicted by the linear
stability analysis ; precession frequencies above the most
unstable helical frequency should be capable of exciting
only internal structures as the jet cannot respond bodily to
higher frequencies Cooper, & Clarke(Hardee, 1994 ; Stone
et al. Since lower frequency precessional pertur-1997).
bations result in some stabilization as helical twisting is of
longer wavelength and grows more slowly, somewhat
slower development of the nonlinear behavior (primarily
the result of helical and elliptical distortion) observed in
these simulations is likely to be the most signiÐcant di†er-
ence. Note that high-frequency precession may also lead to
increased stability as large-scale helical twisting should be
suppressed. This situation is sufficiently di†erent from our
present simulations that our present results should not be
extended to the situation of rapid precession. Our results
should also not be extended to the case of large amplitude
nonlinear initial perturbations.
Magnetic jet acceleration and collimation schemes
require and simple Ñux conservation arguments combined
with jet expansion imply that magnetic Ðelds in large-scale
jets take on a primarily toroidal conÐguration di†erent
from the poloidal conÐguration studied here. Preliminary
results indicate that weak toroidal and/or poloidal Ðelds,
i.e., plasma will behave like the presentb 4 8nPth/B2? 1,simulations. Only strong toroidal magnetic Ðelds will make
a large di†erence in jet and radio source morphology. Note
also that numerical simulations show that strong toroidal
magnetic Ðelds inhibit the formation of a large radio lobe
which suggests that strong toroidal Ðelds are(Clarke 1994),
not present at large scales. Thus, we are conÐdent that the
present poloidally magnetized numerical simulations serve
as a reliable indicator of the behavior of many extragalactic
jet outÑows on the largest scales.
The nonlinear behavior and appearance of the jets in
these simulations suggests that FR I radio sources have a
plumelike appearance, e.g., M84, or develop a plumelike
appearance after exhibiting large-scale helical distortion,
e.g., 3C 449 (see et al. as a result of jet inter-Hardee 1994),
action with a medium that is of comparable or greater
density than the jet. This happens if the propagating jet
does not form or cannot maintain a low-density lobe or
cocoon that can protect the jet from a denser external
environment. Note that formation and maintenance of a
lobe or cocoon requires both a low-density jet with respect
to the undisturbed external environment and sufficiently
high pressure at the jet front to inÑate a lobe and drive a
backÑow against the expected pressure gradients associated
with a galactic atmosphere (see et al. On theHardee 1992b).
other hand, these simulations suggest that FR II radio
sources can have long structured jets because the jet forms
and maintains a lobe or cocoon of density much less than
that of the jet through which the jet propagates without
disruptive entrainment.
The present dense jet simulation shows that helical twist-
ing and twisted elliptical jet distortion, which bifurcates the
poloidal magnetic Ðeld into Ðlaments, can exist over large
distances without leading to rapid disruption of organized
jet structures. Additionally, the elliptical distortion and
accompanying magnetic Ðlaments can twist at a rate much
di†erent from the helical twist in a dense jet (unlike the light
jet). This jet morphology appears remarkably similar to the
morphology of the Cygnus A jet et al. which(Carilli 1996),
shows evidence for a Ðlament pair that twists through 180¡
over a distance comparable to that of the 360¡ helical twist
suggested by the sinusoidal oscillation of the jet in the plane
of the sky, and polarization vectors suggesting primarily
poloidal magnetic Ðelds. Additionally, the dense jet simula-
tion shows that a magnetic Ðlament brightens when it is
aligned with the leading edge of jet helicity, which leads to
bright diagonal Ðlaments that cross the jet with the same
angle at regular intervals. Similar diagonal structure is also
evident in the Cygnus A jet. Analysis of the structures in the
Cygnus A jet indicates a jet with a relativistic Mach number
where is theMrel4 crel(u/ajt) B 10 (Hardee 1996), crelLorentz factor corresponding to the jet Ñow speed.
In the dense jet simulation, the jet as revealed by the total
intensity image exhibits a relatively large amplitude trans-
verse oscillation. This simulation shows that the jet consists
of a small jet core embedded in a broader sheath. Thus, a
modest transverse motion relative to the width of the core
and sheath could appear as a relatively large displacement
of the observed jet core. We note that the sheath in the
present dense jet simulation extends somewhat beyond the
region into which jet Ñuid and magnetic Ðeld have been
mixed with the external medium. We cannot draw any Ðrm
conclusions regarding the transverse extent of a sheath in
extragalactic jets from these simulations as numerical e†ects
and the discrete grid lead to an e†ective Reynolds number
di†erent from that of an extragalactic jet. However, some of
the qualitative aspects of our present simulations should
hold true for extragalactic jets, and we should not be sur-
prised if the highly collimated outÑows seen in continuum
radio images are embedded in more slowly moving
outward-Ñowing material that may also exhibit helically
twisted magnetized emission Ðlaments at some distance
from the jet core.
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APPENDIX
Let us model a jet as a cylinder of radius R, having a uniform density, a uniform internal poloidal magnetic Ðeld,ojt, Bjt,and a uniform velocity, u. The external medium is assumed to have a uniform density, and to contain no magnetic Ðeld.oex,
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The jet is established in static total pressure balance with the external medium where the total static uniform pressure is
The general approach to analyzing the stability properties of this system is to linearize thepjt* 4 pjt] Bjt2/8n \ pex* \ pex.one-Ñuid MHD equations of continuity and momentum along with an equation of state within each medium where the Ñow
velocity u \ 0. The Ñow velocity is then reintroduced when solutions are matched at the jet boundary. In each medium we
assume that the perturbations are adiabatic in nature. The linearized ideal magnetohydrodynamic equations that are relevant
to our model become
Lo1
Lt










\ [!p0($ Æ u1) ,
where the density, velocity, pressure, and magnetic Ðeld are written as B \o \o0 ] o1, u \ u1, p \ p0] p1,and subscript 1 refers to a perturbation to the equilibrium quantity with subscript 0.B0] B1,In cylindrical geometry, we look for perturbations and of the formo1, u1, p1, B1
f1(r, /, x) \ f1(r) exp [i(kx ^ n/[ ut)] , (A1)
where the Ñow is in the positive x-direction, and r is in the radial direction with the Ñow bounded by r \ R. With this form for
the perturbations, the di†erential equation for the dependence of the total pressure perturbation p1* \ p1 ] (B1 Æ B0)/4nwithin each Ñuid as a function of r can be written in the form
r2 L2
Lr2 p1* ] r
L
Lr
p1* ] (b2r2[ n2)p1* \ 0 , (A2)
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. (A3)
In a \ (!p/o)1@2 is the sound speed, and is the Alfve n speed in the appropriate medium. Theequation (A3), VA \ (B2/4no)1@2solutions that are well behaved at jet center and at inÐnity are
p1jt* (r) \ CjtJBn(bjt r) , and p1ex* (r) \ CexHBn(1) (bex r) (A4)
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there is no magnetic Ðeld in the external medium, and u] u[ ku has reintroduced the jet Ñow speed through the Doppler-





















inside and outside the jet, respectively, and where
sjt\ ojt[(u[ ku)2[ k2V A,jt2 ] , and sex\ oexu2 .



















describing the normal modes of a cylindrical jet. In the primes denote derivatives of the Bessel and Hankelequation (A6)
functions with respect to their arguments. The n \ 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. modes involve pinching, helical, elliptical, triangular,
rectangular, etc. distortions of the jet, respectively.













p1jt* (r) . (A7)
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the radial dependence of the radial, azimuthal, and axial displacement perturbations can all be written in terms of the radial





















r,njt (R) , (A9)
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Displacements of jet Ñuid from an initial position (r, /, x) are given by n(r, /, x)\ n(r) exp [i(kx ^ n/[ ut)] with the n(r)







































where we have set ^i \ eBin@2. Thus, we see that displacements are modiÐed in amplitude by a factor A(r) relative to those at
the jet surface and rotated in azimuthal angle or shifted along the jet axis by *(r).
To make a transformation to Cartesian coordinates such as are used in the numerical simulations, we will set












r,njt (R) cos [kxs [ ut ^ n/s] *r(r)] cos /s [ AÕ(r)mr,njt (R) cos [kxs [ ut ^ n/s ] *Õ(r) ^ n/2] cos /s . (A11c)
Of particular interest are distortions to the initially circular jet cross section. In the numerical simulation, a cross section is
obtained at a Ðxed axial distance and time, say at and t \ 0, and the cross section of a displacement surface canx
s
\ 0
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body wave modes are assumed to add in a linear fashion but each mode is oriented di†erently in the y-z plane, then we may






(A11a), (A11b), (A11c), *
nmor x-axis, respectively, for the appropriate surface or body wave mode. In Cartesian coordinates, the total velocity will be




) (A11a), (A11b), (A11c), \ (x
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] dx, y0] dy, z0] dz).
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FIG. 2.ÈMagnetic pressure cross section images from simulation A at axial distances from 6R to 48R in 6R increments from top left to bottom right. The
y-axis is in the vertical direction, the z-axis (line-of-sight axis) is in the horizontal direction, and the Ñow direction (x-axis) is into the page. Each cross section
image has dimension 10R] 10R and darker indicates higher values of the magnetic pressure. Below the cross section images are two images of dimension
20R] 60R showing (top) total intensity and (bottom) fractional polarization where the brightest regions are nearly 70% polarized. Markings at 6R intervals
show where cross sections and transverse velocity proÐles are located.
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FIG. 3.ÈSame as but for simulation BFig. 2
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FIG. 4.ÈSame as but for simulation C at timeFig. 2 q
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FIG. 5.ÈSame as but for simulation C at timeFig. 2 q
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